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Abstract
IP address lookup is a critical operation for high
bandwidth routers in packet switching networks such
as Internet  The lookup is a nontrivial opera
tion since it requires searching for the longest prex
matching the address in a large stored table  Ever
increasing routing tables size trac volume and links
speed demand new and more ecient algorithms 
Moreover the imminent move to IPv 	
bit ad
dresses will soon require a rethinking of previous
technical choices  This article describes the Adap
tive Stratied Tree AST data structure for solving
the IP table look up problem based on casting the
problem in geometric terms and on the repeated ap
plication of simple local geometric optimization tech
niques  The AST data structure can be tuned so to
obtain many dierent storagequery time tradeos 
For sake deniteness imposing a limit of  MB to
the size of the L	 cache and assuming the presence of
a small L cache searching in the Oregon database
containing 	 prexes is done by the AST in
three L	accesses and one Laccess  Experiments
with Oregon on a  MHz pentium III with  nsec
L	 delay and  nsec L latency give a the worst case
lookup time for a single lookup of  nsec equiv  	
Millions lookup per second  The data structure is
dynamic and deleting or adding prexes from the
	 data sets we have tested is done in time of the
order of a few dozens of  seconds  Consistent per
formances have been obtained on a test bed of 	
databases with sizes ranging from  to 	
entries  We believe that the exibility of the tradeos
oered by the AST among storage query time and
update time is competitive with state of the art meth
ods  The AST technique extends rather naturally to
the longer IPv address format 
  Introduction
Motivation  Internet is surely one of the great sci
entic technological and social successes of the last
decade and an ever growing range of services rely on
the eciency of the underlying switching infrastruc
ture  Thus improvements in the throughput of In
ternet routers are likely to have a large impact  The
IP Address Lookup mechanism is a critical compo
nent of an Internet Packet Switch see McK for
an overview  Briey a router within the network
holds a lookup table where each entry species a pre 
x the maximum length w of a prex is 	 bits in
the IPv protocol 	
 bits in the soontobedeployed
IPv protocol and a next hop exit line  When a
packet comes to the router the destination address in
the header of the packet is read the longest prex
in the table matching the destination is sought and
the packet is sent to the corresponding next hop exit
line  How to solve this problem so to be able to han
dle millions of packets per second has been the topic
of a large number of research papers in the last 
years  Steady increase in the size of the lookup ta
bles and relentless demand of trac performance put
pressure on the research community to come up with
faster schemes 
Our Contribution  In the IP protocol the address
lookup operation is equivalent to the searching for
the longest prex match lpm of a xed length string
amongst a stored set of prexes see Section  for
the formal denition  It is well known that the
longest prex match problem can be mapped into a
dimensional predecessor search among xed length
keys in a bounded universe see Section  for the for
mal denition  Although the two settings are indeed
equivalent choosing one or the other point of view is
not without consequences  In particular viewing the
primitive objects as strings suggests a repertoire of
possible operations such as concatenation of strings
 
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selection of a substring application of string com
pression techniques maybe bitwise operations such
as masking  On the other hand viewing the primitive
objects as numbers and these numbers as points on
a line opens up to further natural operations such
as translations i e  addingsubtracting two num
berspoints  In our opinion the stringoriented point
of view has been so predominant that the potential of
the geometricoriented point of view has been some
what underestimated
 
  In this paper we propose an
algorithm for building a search tree that is based on
a subroutine for nding translations that optimize a
local target measure  Our algorithm works in two
main phases and in each phase we optimize a dif
ferent target measure so to obtain at the end a low
worst case query time and low storage  Although
some of the operations we use such as integer division
by powers of two and range restriction are equivalent
to substring selection the real novelty as we will
argue more extensively in a while is in introducing
subtractiontranslations 
The AST in a nutshell  The AST algorithm is de
scribed in Section   Here we summarize the main
new ideas  The best way to explain the gist of the
algorithm is to visualize it geometrically  We rst
map the lookup problem into a predecessor search
problem see Section  for details  The equivalent
input for the predecessor problem is a set of labeled
points on the real line  We want to split this line into
a grid of equal size buckets and then proceed recur
sively and separately on the points contained in each
grid bucket  A uniform grid is completely specied
by giving an anchor point a and the step s of the grid 
During the query nding the bucket containing the
query point p is done easily in time O by evaluat
ing the expression bp   asc which gives the oset
from the special bucket containing the anchor  We
will take care of choosing for s a power of two so to
reduce integer division to a right shift  If we choose
the step s too short we might end up with too many
empty buckets which implies a waste of storage  We
choose thus s as follows choose the smallest s for
which the ratio of empty to occupied buckets is no
more than a userdened constant threshold  On the
other hand shifting the grid i e  moving its anchor
can have dramatic eects on the number of empty
buckets occupied buckets and the maximum number
of keys in a bucket  So the search for the optimal step
size includes an inner optimization loop on the choice
of the anchor to minimize the maximum bucket oc
cupation  The construction of the locally optimal
step and anchor can be done eciently in time close
to linear up to polylog terms see Section   The al
gorithm works in two main phases in the rst phase
we build a tree that aims at using small space at the
expense of a few long paths  In the second phase the
long paths are shortened by compressing them 
During the construction a basic subtask is nding
a grid optimizing a local measure  This approach
has to be contrasted with several techniques in litera
ture where a global optimality criterion is sought usu
ally via much more expensive dynamic programming
techniques such as in CM GPB SV and
BFK

  Ioannidis Grama and Atallah IGA
recently proposed a global reconstruction method for
tries called re trie that relies on a reduction to the
knapsack problem and therefore suggests the use of
knapsack approximation methods  In IGA the
target is to reduce the average query time based on
trac statistics not the worst case query time 
Methodology and Performance  Performance is
established by means of experiments which are de
scribed in detail in Section   The experimental
methodology we adopted follows quite closely the
standards adopted in the papers describing the meth
ods we compare to  Given the economic relevance of
Internet technologies such state of the art methods
have been patented or are in the process of being
patented and at the best of our knowledge the cor
responding codes either as source or as executables
are not in the public domain 

We refrained from re
implementing these methods using as guidance the
published algorithms since we are aware that at this
level of performance overlooking seemingly simple im
plementation details could result in an grossly unfair
comparisons  Given the above mentioned diculties
we resolved for an admittedly weaker but still in
structive comparison via the fact that those papers
present either an explicit formula for mapping their
performance onto dierent machines

 or such for
mulae could be derived almost mechanically from the
description in words  A second issue was deciding
the data sets to be used  Papers from the the late
nineties did use table snapshots usually dating from
 
This observation does not mean that the geometric approach has been invented here In e
ect it has been proposed in
SVW and LSV  later extended in FM It is used in several recent papers Tho  KMT  BFK

 Our point is
that  so to speak  there is still some more gold to be dug here

We did not stretch the limits of the authorss kindness by asking them for their software  given that sharing of software
does not seem to be common practice in this area

Naturally such formulae cannot capture all the nuisances of modern CPU architectures they are based on the choice of a
broad family eg RISC vs CISC  leaving as parameters the clock frequency as well as size and access time of cache and RAM
memory
	
the mid nineties when a table of  entries was
considered a large one  Although recovering such old
data is probably feasible and using them certainly in
teresting the evolution of Internet in recent years has
been so rapid that the outcome of comparisons based
on outdated test cases is certainly open to the crit
icism of not being relevant for the present and the
future of Internet  Therefore the comparisons shown
in table  where we use data sets of comparable size
and the mapping onto a common architecture given
by the formulae should be considered just in a broad
qualitative sense  The main general conclusion we
feel we can safely draw is that geometric insight is as
useful as insight drawn from string manipulation and
data compression 
We remark that the extensive testing with 	 Lookup
Tables of size ranging from  to 	 re
ported in tables 	 and  conrms the reliability
and robustness of the geometric approach 
The method in DBCP is by far the most storage
ecient using roughly  bytes per entry it is based
on tree compression techniques which make updates
dicult  The query time in somewhat high  The Ex
pansionCompression method CDG is very fast
requires only  memory access using a fair amount
of memory and requiring extensive reconstructions of
the data structure at each update

  The method of
SV balances well query time storage and update
time  Its performance for tables of  entries is
not far form the one of the AST  It is not clear how
ever how the balance of resource utilization would
scale on tables three times as large 
A simple theoretical analysis of the asymptotic worst
case query timestorage for the AST is shown in
PFV	 giving asymptotic worst case bounds On
for storage and Olog n for query time  Experiments
in this paper show that in practice the constants em
bedded in the bigOh notation are very reasonable 
 Previous work
The literature on the IP lookup problem and its
higher dimensional extension

is rather extensive and
a complete survey is beyond the scope of this arti
cle  Here we mention briey the principles underlying
some the methods  At a high level we can distinguish
three main approaches i data structures and soft
ware searching techniques ii design of specialized
hardware aiming at exploiting machinelevel paral
lelism iii avoiding the lookup process altogether by
exploiting additional header information  Here we
comment only on approach i 
The classical data structure to solve the longest
matching prex problem is the binary trie Knu 
Patricia Tries Mor
 take advantage of common
subsequences to compress certain paths in a binary
trie thus saving both in search time and storage  The
rst IP Lookup algorithm in Skl is based on the
Patricia Trie idea  Nilsson and Karlsson NK add
the concept of level compression by increasing the
outdegree of each node of the trie as long as at least
a large fraction called the lling factor of the sub
trees of a node are nonempty 
Waldvogel et al  WVTP organize the prexes in
groups of prexes of same length and each group is
stored in an hash table for fast membership testing 
The search is essentially a binary search by prex
length over the hash tables a quite similar technique
is in Wil
  The number of hash tables can be re
duced by padding some of the prexes SV  Good
hashing strategies are studied in BM 
In SV a method called variable stride trie is de
scribed  Here a trie is built but the number of bits
stride used for the branching at a node is chosen
separately for each trie node  The choices that opti
mize the memory occupation are found via dynamic
programming  In BFK

 the trie is augmented by
compressing all leaves and internal nodes via short
est common superstring compression BJL

  It
should be noticed that while in SV the model
states a  Mbyte cap on storage and tries to attain
the best worst case time within the cap which is also
our model the emphasis in BFK

 is dierent
the target is a good average time for random trac
with no limit on storage thus up to  Mbytes are
used to store a table of 
K entries  
Dagemark et al  DBCP use data compression
techniques to store compactly parts of the prextree
representing the set of prexes  At present this tech
nique achieves in practice the lowest use of storage 
Crescenzi et al  CDG instead start from a full ta
ble representation of the Lookup function then apply
a data compression technique that reduces the stor
age to acceptable levels in practice while requiring
only  memory accesses to answer a query 

However recently the average query time as well as the storage consumption have been somewhat improved R Grossi 
personal communication

Sometimes the IP lookup problem is treated as the dimensional special case of the more general packet  ltering problem
Similarly in geometric terms  the predecessor problem in dimension can be seen as a special case of the hyperrectangle
stabbing problem in dimension d   When the packet ltering is solved via dimensionality reduction the IPlookup can be
thought of as the base case of the recursion Sometimes the terminologies of the IP Lookup and the Packet Filtering problems
get mixed up and this may generate some confusion

Ergun et al  SEM

 and ESSS use the fast re
conguration capabilities of skip list Pug to adapt
online the search data structure to the modications
of trac patterns 
A number of recent papers have addressed the IP
lookup problem with the aim of improving the worst
case asymptotic performance  Dynamic D Fat In
verted Segment Trees FM is an elaboration of tra
ditional segment trees and for a small constant l
achieves query time Ologw  l uses storage On 
ln
   l
 and has amortized update cost Oln
  l
logn
over a sequence of On
  l
 updates  Thorup Tho
improves the Dynamic FIS Tree the storage becomes
linear in n and any sequence of dynamic operations
is supported eciently  Kaplan Molad and Tarjan
KMT give new algorithms for maintaining sets of
intervals on a line that can be used for solving the IP
lookup problem eciently in the pointer model 
The AST is dierent from Multiway Search
Tree LSV  The Multiway Search Tree described
in LSV reduces the problem to the predecessor
problem among labeled points  It can be described
as a tree with a root branching of 	
 
implemented as
an array with 	
 
entries indexed by the rst  bits
of the address  Then the points in each bucket are
organized in a multiway search tree with branching
factor k due to the size of the cache line the value
chosen is k    In other words the set of points
is recursively split into  contiguous sets and the 
boundary points are stored in the node to guide the
search  In the MaeEast table with 

 entries
the worst search requires  memory access  For long
words when the length of the addresses w exceeds
the length of the computer wordsW  the keys are or
ganized into wW columns and the binary search is
done on the rst column up to a match then moves
to the next column in a precomputed range  The
cost for this search is Olog

	n  wW  at the cost
of storing explicitly the range restriction pointers  So
here besides the root which is similar to the root in
an AST tree although we optimize the anchor at
the root the main dierence is that the subdivision
in a ary search tree is non uniform thus requiring
few comparisons to decide branching at a node of the
search tree 
The AST is dierent from Multiway Range
Trees SVW  Also Multiway Range Trees

SVW map the input prexes into intervals on the
line  Such tree is a multiway version of the Segment
trees with a roottoleaf visit  In many ways it is sim
ilar in its static version to the FIStree in FM ex
cept that searching in a FISTree is done bottomup
via a direct access structure to the leaves  The ad
dition of ecient dynamic update operations is not
trivial because of the diculty of handling merging
and splitting of auxiliary lists associated with the pri
mary tree see vKO for a clever solution  The
dynamic FIStree instead adopt a Btree like strat
egy in handling updates so that a certain number
of updates can be handled without expensive recon
structions  Common to multiway range trees and to
FIStrees is the association of lists of input intervals
and related output labels to internal nodes on the
tree  The nal output label is obtained by selecting
one of the partial solutions collected on the search
path  In AST we do not store at intermediate nodes
any other info except that needed to navigate and the
answer is stored at the leaf reached during the search 
In the multiway range tree the degree of each node is
the same a global parameter t and the structure is
that of a balanced tary search trees with leaves as
sociated to the input points  Note that in searching
topdown the time spent at each node is proportional
to log t to perform the branching operation  Usually
t is a small constant chosen to t the cache line size 
The AST is not a Trie  Supercially the AST
might resemble a Trie described in a dierent lan
guage  In eect the operation b
query
step
c where step 
	
s
is a power of two has the eect of selecting the rst
w   s bits of the query and thus it is equivalent to
determining a stride of w s bits  Since the points in
a bucket have the same initial w   s bits the points
in each bucket can be represented with the remaining
s bits provided the query address is also masked ac
cordingly at each level  However the introduction of
the translation due to the anchoring b
query anchor
step
c
in eect changes at every node the strings represent
ing the keys and accordingly during the search the
query address is mutated  Thus the optimization
of the stride and the anchor together for the same
optimization criterion is strictly more powerful than
local optimizing the stride alone  In other words
for anchor   we can obtain the local optimization
on the stride that is done in an LCtrie the deter
mination of optimal anchoring makes the dierence
and forces a transformation translation both on the
stored points and on the query 
Advanced Tries incorporate into nodes a skipeld
that allows to compress nonbranching paths in the
trie  Naturally skipping bits is an operation quite
dierent from subtracting 

The name is somewhat unfortunate since they are much more similar to the data structure known in Computational
geometry as Segment Trees than to the standard Range Trees PS

 The Problem
The string approach  Consider the binary alpha
bet   f g  The set of strings of length w  N
with alphabet  is 
w
  The empty string  cor
responds to 

  A string p  
u
is a prex of a
string s  
w
 for u  w when there exists a string
q  
w u
such that s  p  q where  denotes the
operation of concatenation of two strings  If p is a
prex of s then we say the predicate prefixp s is
true  If s  
w
then jsj  w is called the length of
the string s  Consider the set P
w
of prexes of 
w

that is P
w

S
vw

v
 and a subset P

 P
w
 
Consider a set H of labels for the next hop exit line 
Denition  A Forwarding Table for a set of pre 
xes P

 P
w
is a mapping T  P

 H
Given a string s  
w
 the longest prex match for s
in P

is
lpms P

  argmaxfjpj  p  P

 prefixp sg
If we assume that   P

then lpms P

 is always
dened and is unique 
Denition  Longest prex match problem Given
a forwarding table T  P

 H we want to store
T so that for every s  
w
we compute eciently
T lpms P


The locus approach  Consider now the set 
w
as
a representation in binary notation of the sequence
of natural numbers U    	
w
   thus we have a
natural  mapping m  
w
 U that takes a string
to a number  The prex p  P
w
is associated with
the set
Mp  fms  s  
w
 prefixp sg
The set Mp is contiguous is the sense that Mp 
minMpmaxMp  For example if p   then
M  U   The set is Mp uniquely identied by its
extremal points  Some useful properties
Property  If prefixp s then Ms Mp
Property  If  prefixp s
W
prefixs p then
Ms Mp  
Let us consider the set of extremal points
LeftExtrP

  fminMp  p  P

g and
RightExtrP

  fmaxMp  p  P

g and their
union
ExtrP

  LeftExtrP


 
RightExtrP

g
Thus we can associate to each point in U a next hop
f  U  H as follows
fa  T lpmm
  
a P


It is easy to show that equivalently for any a 
ExtrP

 we have fa  T p

 where
p

 argmax
pP
 
fjpj  prefixpm
  
ag
Equivalently
p

 argmax
pP
 
fjpj  a  minMpmaxMpg
That is the next hop for a is the next hop associ
ated with the smallest set containing a among the
sets fMp  p  P

g  This set is uniquely dened 
Thus we need to solve online smallest segment stab
bing queries  Since these M sets are dened by their
extreme points we can see them embedded in R and
dene the segment sp  fq  R  minMp  q 
maxMpg  Thus we have a problem of nding the
next hop associated to the smallest segment inter
sected by a query point a 
Semiclosed intervals  In real tables it happens
quite often that the M sets are abutted meaning
that for two prexes p

and p

 maxMp

   
minMp

  In this case we can reduce considerably
the size of the set ExtrP

 by considering our inter
vals closed on the left by open on the right  That
is the pair a b with b 	 a represents the inter
val a b     In such a way the closed intervals
a b b c are represented as a b b c
thus only  distinct points need to be recorded

in
stead of  
Reduction to the predecessor problem  Con
sider the predecessor problem for ExtrP

  This
consists in storing ExtrP

 in a data structure so
that for each query a  U the point preda 
maxfq  ExtrP

  q  ag is found  Next we no
tice that if preda

  preda

 then fa  fa

 
That is the next hop is the same for points having
the same predecessor  So we can determine a map
ping Q  ExtrP

  U  H so that for each a  U 
fa  QPreda 

Note that in case of singleton sets such as a  a  we represent them as a  a   thus increasing the number of points In
actual tables this increase happens rarely If we use a machine with wbit registers to store prexes up to w bits we might have
to represent the number 
w
which require w  bits  this however is not a problem since for the purpose of a query we do not
need to store the points beyond the query range  and for the purpose of updates we just treat the last number as a special case

Note that in the dynamic case the removal of a pre
x in T may require extensive reconstruction of the
function Q although the set ExtrP

 and the cor
responding data structure for predecessor searching
might be updated eciently 
Denition 	 If two intervals share an end point
than one of the two identical points is classied as
a duplicate point
Denition 
 If QPreda  QPredPreda 
then the point Preda is called a phantom
A phantom is useless to discriminate among co
domain values and it can be eliminated from the set
without altering the function f  As seen in section
 both duplicates and phantom represent a sizable
portion of the points in actual tables  Except for
the notion of a phantom point the reduction of the
longest prex match problem to the segment stab
bing problem and to the predecessor problem is by
now standard  LSV FM Tho KMT
it has been introduced for completeness and to set up
the background for the AST construction 
 Construction of the AST
Here we describe the AST data structure by iter
atively rening a general framework with specic
choices  Consider initially the set U    	
w
  of
all possible addresses the set P of prexes and the
set S  S
P
of endpoints of the segments obtained
by mapping each prex b  P to the set of addresses
of U matching b as described above  We will often
think of U as embedded in the real line R 
The main idea is to build recursively a tree by levels
each node x of the tree has an associated connected
subset of the universe U
x

 U  which is the set of
all queries that visit node x and a point data set
S
x

 S which is S  U
x
  For the root r we have
U
r
 U and S
r
 S 
Let x be a node and let k
x
be the number of children
on x  By y  yk
x
 we denote the children of x 
A particular rule to be described below will tell us
how to decide k
x
and for each i    k
x
 how to
compute U
y	i

  Afterwards simply S
y	i

 U
y	i

 S
x
 
For each child yi if S
y	i

is empty we store at yi the
nexthop index of the shortest segment covering yi
and we stop the recursion  For each child yi if S
y	i

has one point we store at yi the nexthop indices for
the two intervals to the left and right of that point
and we stop the recursion 
For simplicity we explain the process at the root  Let
S be a set of points on the real line and spanS the
smallest interval containing S  Consider an innite
grid Ga s of anchor a and step s Ga s  faks 
k  Ng  By shifting the anchor by s to the right the
grid remains unchanged Ga s  Ga s s 
Consider the continuous movement of a grid
f
G
  Ga  s s for      Consider an
event a value 
i
for which S  f
G

i
   
Lemma  The number of events is at most n
Proof Take a single xed interval I of Ga s we
have an event when the moving left extreme meet a
point in I  this can happen only once for each point
in I   Therefore overall there are at most n events 
Since we study bucket occupancy extending the shift
range beyond  is useless since every distribution of
points in the bucket has already been considered
given the periodic nature of the grid 
Consider point p  S and the bucket I
p
containing p 
Point p produces an event when 
p
 p leftI
p
s
that is when the shift is equal to the distance from
the left extreme of the interval containing p  Thus
we can generate the order of events by constructing
a minpriority queue QS 
p
 on the set S using as
priority the value of 
p
 
We can extract iteratively the minimum for the queue
and update the counters cI for the shifting interval
I   Note that for our counters an event consists in de
creasing the count for a bucket and increasing it for
the neighbour bucket 
Moreover we keep the current maximum of the coun
ters  To do so we keep a second maxpriority queue
QI cI  When a counter increases we apply the
operation increasekey when it decreases we apply
the operation decreasekey  Finally we record changes
in the root of the priority queue recording the min
imum value found during the lifetime of the algo
rithm  This value is the
gs  min
	 

max
IGss
jS  I j
that is we nd the shift that for a given step s mini
mizes the maximal occupancy  The whole algorithm
takes time On logn 
In order to use a binary search scheme we need some
monotonicity property which we are going to prove
next 
Lemma  Take two step values s and t with t  	s
then we have gt 	 gs

Proof Consider the grid G
min
t that attains min
max occupancy K  gt  So every bucket in Gt
has at most K elements  Now we consider the
grid Gs that splits exactly in two every bucket in
G
min
t  In this grid Gs the maximum occupancy
is at most K so the value gs that minimizes the
maximum occupancy for a translate of Gs cannot
attain a larger value than K i e  gs  K  gt 
Now if we use only powers of two as possible values
for a grid step the above monotonicity lemma implies
that for a given threshold x we can use binary search
to nd the largest step s  	
k
with gs  x and the
smallest step u  	
h
with gu 	 x 
Call R  EF the ratio of the number empty to the
full buckets 
Lemma 	 Take two step values s and t with t  	s
then we have R
min
t  R
min
s
Proof Take the grid G
min
s the grid of step s min
imizing the ratio R
min
s  E
s
F
s
  Now make the
grid Gt by pairing adjacent buckets we have the
relations N
s
 N  N
t
 N	 F
s
	  F
t
 F
s

and E
s
  F
s
	  E
t
 E
s
	  Now we express
R
t
 E
t
F
t
as a function of N and F
t
 
R
t
 E
t
F
t



	

NF
t
  
This is an arc of hyperbola in the variable F
t
 hav
ing maximum value for abscissa F
t
 F
s
	  The
value of the maximum is E
s
F
s
 R
min
s  Thus
we have shown that Rt  R
min
s  Naturally
also R
min
t  Rt so we have proved R
min
t 
R
min
s 
Thus the minimum ratio is monotonic increasing as
grids get ner and ner 
By the above lemmas we have two functions g and
R
min
 that are both monotone one increasing one
decreasing in the step size that we can compute ef
ciently 
Phase I Saving Space  In order to control memory
consumption we adopt the following criterion recur
sively and separately at each node nd smallest s
with Rs  C for a predened constant threshold
C then take the grid giving the occupancy gs the
minmax occupancy this shifting does not change
the number of nodes at the level  When the number
of points in a bucket drops below a small threshold
	D we stop the recursion and we switch to standard
sequential search

 
Phase II Selective Reconstruction  The tree
built in Phase I uses linear space but can have some
roottoleaf path of high length  The purpose of the
second phase is to reduce the length of the long paths
without paying too much in storage 
An access the RAMmemory is about ten times slower
than one to L	 cache  Thus it is fundamental to t
all the relevant data to into the L	 cache  It is rea
sonable to suppose that the target machine has  Mb
of L	 cache and that it is completely devoted to the
IP Table Lookup  With this hypothesis the size of
the routing table does not make dierence unless it
is below  Mb  When the routing table is built we
can perform a selective reconstruction of the deepest
paths to atten the AST in order to reduce the worst
query time maintaining the total memory consump
tion below  Mb 
The cost of a node  Each node of the AST has
associated a cost which represents the time of the
slowest query among all the queries that visit that
node  Thus the cost of an empty leaf is the time to
query a point inside the space of that leaf  The cost
of a full leaf is the time to reach the last point stored
inside it i e  the time to visit all the points from the
median to the farthest extreme  The cost of an in
ternal node is the maximum of the costs of all its
children 
The leaves can be subdivided into classes l p a de
pending on their level in the AST the number of
points from the median to the farthest extreme and
the number of bits used to stored the points in the
leaf 
  or 	

 
To guide the selective reconstruction a Clockticks
Table is build once for each CPU architecture  For all
the possible classes of leaves the table stores the corre
sponding query time  The query time of a particular
class is measured in the following way a simple AST
containing nodes of the chosen class is built several
queries reaching nodes of that class are performed
the minimum time is taken and it is normalized to
L	 cache  The rationale is that a machine dedicated
to the IP Table Lookup is capable to perform a query
in the minimum time measured in the test machine
because the processor is not disturbed by other run
ning processes  The measurements have been done
using Pentium specic low level primitives to attain

Since D in our experiments is very small  smaller than   we use to sequential search for larger values binary search might
be the method of choice
	
As we search down the tree the points can be represented with fewer bits and we take advantage of this fact to decrease
further the storage consumption by roughly 

higher precision nothing forbids to use operating sys
tem primitives for better portability 
Selective Reconstruction 
The following steps are repeated while the size of the
Routing Table is below  Mb and there are other re
constructions to perform i Create a maxpriority
queue of internal nodes based on the maximum cost
of their children  ii Visit the AST and consider
only internal nodes having only leaves as children
determine the cost of these nodes and insert them in
the maxpriority queue  iii Extract from the queue
the nodes with the same maximum cost and atten
them in the following way if the maximum number
of points in a child full leaf is greater than  then
split the step until the maximum number of points
in a bucket becomes smaller than the current maxi
mum otherwise go the parent and split its step until
the maximum number of points in a bucket becomes
smaller than maximum number of points a full leaf
can contain in this way the level below is eliminated 
A few exceptions to the above rules  The root can
not be rebuilt  For simplicity when a level is elimi
nated the other reconstructions of the same cost are
performed only after recomputing the priority queue 
 Experiments with AST
The testing of the empirical worst case query time
is done statically on the structure of the tree by nd
ing out the longest most expensive path from root
to leaf  The worst case query time gives valuable in
formation that is relevant for but independent from
any actual query data stream 
Table 	 give a synthetic view of the IP Lookup Ta
bles used for testing the AST data structure  For
each table we report a progressive number the name
of the organization or router holding the table the
date when the Table was downloaded and the num
ber of prexes in the tables  Each prex generates
two points next we classify the points into active
phantom and duplicate points giving the count for
each category 
Table  gives the relevant measure for the Slim
AST  SlimAST is built only on the active points
without duplicates and phantom points and it can
support the queries  Updates are supported with the
help of an auxiliary data structure that records also
the missing data duplicates and phanthoms 
Normalization in L  To test the AST data struc
ture we adopt the methodology in DBCP  For
completeness we describe the methodology  We visit
each node of AST twice so to force data for the sec
ond invocation in L cache This is known as the hot
cache model  We measure number of clockticks by
reading the appropriate internal CPU registers rel
ative to the second invocation with the schema de
scribed above
 
  We also record the number of L
memory accesses of each query  This is important
because knowing the L latency we decompose the
measured time in CPUoperation cost and memory
access cost  Afterwards we scale the memory access
cost to the cost of accessing data in L	 cache unless
by locality we can argue that the data must be in
L cache also on the target machine  We call this
measurement model the L normalized model  Since
the root is accessed in each query after unrolling the
search loop we store step anchor and pointer to the
rst child at the root in registers so the access to the
root is treated separately from accessing any other
level of the AST  The results of the L	normalized
measures are shown in table  for 
bit keys access
times for  and 	 bit keys are almost identical 
Target architecture 
Here we derive a formula we will use to scale our re
sults to other architectures  The target architecture
is made of one processor and two caches one L cache
and one L	 cache  P  CL  CL	  We suppose
every memory access is an L miss except when we
access consecutive cells  Thus the general formula for
accessing a point k s is
A kM mB  M m  s  C m
Where we account for any initial constant for ac
cessing the intermediate nodes for accessing the leaf
and for accessing sequentially points stored at the
leaf  Now taking the measurements on our machine
and the known values of M and m we determine the
constants ABC  Since in the slim table we have
only results for classes from 	  to 	  in  we
need accuracy in this range  Via easy calculations
the nal interpolation formula for any 	 s class is
M  m  s   m  In Table  we compare
the AST slim method with three other methods for
which analogous formulae have been derived by the
respective authors explicitly or implicitly mapped
onto a common architecture  Table is taken from
SV and is useful to get an idea of the gains in
storage and time that recent research has brought
forward  We list these methods separately since for
 

As in DBCP we exclude from measurement the function invocation overhead and consider the search completed when
we retrieve the index of the nexthop


them except DBCP  formulae have not been de
rived that allow a rigorous scaling 
Clearly as processors become faster the time is dom
inated by the memory access time  So we have our
method and CDG converge to roughly the same
query time however our use of storage seems more
ecient 
 Dynamic Operations
Description of the dynamic operations  We
give a brief sketch of the dynamic operations  In
serting a new prex s involves two phases  in
serting the endpoints of the corresponding segment
Ms 	 updating the nexthop index for all the
leaves that are covered by the segment Ms  While
phase  involves only two searches and local restruc
turing phase 	 involves a DFS of the portion of the
AST tree dominated by the inserteddeleted segment 
Such a DFS is potentially an expensive operation re
quiring in the worst case the visit of the whole tree 
However we can trim the search by observing that
it is not necessary to visit subtrees with a span in
cluded into a segment that is included in Ms since
these nodes do not change the next hop  There are n
prexes and On leaves and the span of each leaf is
intersected without being enclosed by at most 	D
segments therefore only O leaves need to be vis
ited on average and eventually updated
  
 
Deleting prex s from the AST involves phases sim
ilar to insertion however we need to determine rst
the segment in the AST including Ms in order to
perform the leaf relabeling  This is done by perform
ing at most w searches one for each prex of s and
selecting the longest such prex present in the AST 
Although it is possible to check and enforce the other
AST invariants at each update we have noticed that
the query performance remains stable over long se
quences of random updates  Therefore enforcing the
AST invariant is best left to an oline periodic re
structuring process 
Experimental data  We perform experiments on
updating the AST using as update data stream the
full content of each table  For deletions this is natural
since we can delete only prexes present in the table 
For insertions we argue that entries in the table have
been inserted in the past thus it is reasonable to use
them as representative also for the future updates
 
 
Table  report the number of memory accesses and
the percentile time in  seconds for completing 
 and  of the updates insertions for the
same data structures build for the lookup tests  Ex
periments for deletion give almost identical counts 
During the update we count the number of memory
cells accessed distinguishing access in L	 and those in
L assuming the data structure is stored completely
in L	 cache  Since in the counting we adopt a conser
vative policy i e  we upper bound the number of cells
accessed at each node visited during the update the
nal count represents an upper bound on the actual
number of memory access 
As it is to be expected the shortest prexes corre
sponding to the longest segments require a visit of
larger portions of the tree and are responsible for the
slowest updates 
Comparison with known methods  In SV an
estimate of 	  sec for worst case updates is given
counting the dominant cost of the memory accesses 
The cost is incurred when a node in the trie with
a large out degree 	
 
 needs to be rebuilt and an
access cost of 	 nsec per entry is assumed  Since
	bit prexes are very frequent about  of the
entries the variable stride tries are forced so that
updating for such length is faster requiring roughly
  seconds  Although our machine is faster than
that used in SV the L	 access time is quite simi
lar therefore the timings in SV can be compared
although only on a qualitative basis with results in
table   We believe that the 	  sec worst case
estimate for SV is overly pessimistic in our ex
periments deletion and insertion of every entry of
every table we never had to rebuild nodes of very
high degree 
Updates in DBCP and CDG are handled by
rebuilding the data structure from scratch thus re
quiring time of the order of several milliseconds for
every update 
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  
This rough argument can be made precise by using the model of N sequences of updates of Mulmuley Mul
 
In public repositories of Internet data sets it seems to be dicult to nd both table snapshots and trac streams for the
same tables  which would form an even better test case

 Conclusions
We have applied geometric insight to a key compo
nent of IP routing engines  Preliminary experiments
give encouraging results when compared with pub
lished results for state of the art methods  Given
the economic relevance of Internet technologies such
state of the art methods have been or are in the pro
cess of being patented thus making further testing
problematic  If circumstances will allow we hope to
be able to do further testing based on direct compar
isons 
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Table  SlimAST data structure performance  Tests on a  MHz Pentium III T ns with 	
KB L	 Cache L	 delay is D nsec L latency m 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